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STRATODESK
PRODUCTS
Stratodesk has been a specialist in endpoints for years – all of our products are centered around
EUC (End-User Computing) – VDI and IoT. Our primary product and core competency, NoTouch
Desktop™, is a hardware agnostic operating system and management environment for Server
Based Computing / Virtual Desktop / Terminal Services / Remote Desktop environments. We
complement server-side solutions from Citrix, VMware, AWS, Azure, Microsoft Virtual Desktops,
Nutanix, and others on the client side.

NoTouch Desktop
(NoTouch OS and NoTouch Center)
NoTouch Desktop is the #1 Thin Client endpoint OS and management
solution in the world. Comprised of both NoTouch OS and NoTouch
Center, NoTouch Desktop lets you transform any PC, Thin Client, Laptop
or Raspberry Pi device into a secure and centrally managed Thin
Endpoint. You can also instantly deploy NoTouch OS onto thousands of
devices and manage them from one browser.

NoTouch GO
NoTouch OS on the GO. Enable Work From Home (WFH) with NoTouch GO byy
running NoTouch OS on any hardware device: x86 or 64-bit based device
including Laptops, PCs and Thin Clients. Enable Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
with NoTouch GO, the VDI device network included. The only administration
solution that can manage x86 and ARM devices.

Workspace Hub
Stratodesk is the #1 global Citrix software partner. Our Linux based OS
powers the Workspace Hub and delivers cutting edge device
management to your preferred VDI. Citrix Ready veriﬁed, low cost
device that meets the performance, security and manageability
demands of an enterprise grade zero client and future proof Workspace
IoT device.
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NoTouch IoT
Proven operating system and device management platform for IoT
devices like Raspberry Pi and Jetson Nano thin clients. Solves IoT
security problems and delivers unmatched manageability features in
the IoT space.

ADD-ONS:
NoTouch Cloud
Cloud hosted device management platform - managed by
Stratodesk - for secure administration of VDI and IoT devices.

Cloud Xtension
Cloud Xtension enables the secure authentication, connection, and
data transfer to x86 and ARM based Stratodesk endpoints no matter
where they are in the world. With Cloud Xtension, enterprise IT can
easily connect and manage remote and home-based endpoints
without a VPN or leased line.

VPN
In order to ensure enterprises enable an effective remote workforce, Stratodesk software supports a
wide range of VPN solutions including: Cisco AnyConnect, F5, CheckPoint, Fortinet, OpenVPN.

Disk Encryption
Protects all vital information from being physically accessed by unauthorized users
and offers Disk Encryption to encrypt all data on the writable portion of the disk. This
means that in the case of a device being stolen or illegitimately accessed, the data
cannot be read. Even in VDI deployments where most personal information is not
stored on the endpoint device itself, with Disk Encryption, any additional data,
including URLs or private network certiﬁcates, will also be encrypted.

Stratodesk is the leading VDI and DaaS endpoint OS and management solution. Our software
solves common obstacles facing virtual desktop deployments while saving costs and driving ROI.

Work From Home
Stratodesk mobilizes Work From Home by enabling your Remote
Workforce to access and manage virtual apps and cloud workspaces
with its NoTouch Desktop solution – from anywhere, on any device.
NoTouch Desktop is comprised of NoTouch OS and NoTouch Center.
NoTouch OS is a secure, linux-based OS that runs on any x86 and ARM
(ie: Raspberry Pi) device, and lets you connect to almost any VDI client.
NoTouch Center is a browser based platform that allows IT admins to
automatically manage VDI endpoint devices from anywhere.

BYOD (Bring Your Own Device)
NoTouch GO is a lightweight Thin Endpoint that can run on virtually any
endpoint device. Enable your mobile workforce and secure personal devices by
giving them access to the apps and data they need whenever, wherever.

Thin Clients and Raspberry Pi
NoTouch OS natively powers ViewSonic, NComputing, and ClearCube
Raspberry Pi Thin Clients. With NoTouch software, you can ﬂuidly
manage both Raspberry Pi and x86 devices, unlocking unparalleled
options to cost effectively scale your environment. Stratodesk is the ﬁrst
to make the Raspberry Pi Thin Client enterprise ready. Get high
performing and affordable Thin Clients directly from Stratodesk with
NoTouch OS preinstalled with our hardware partners including HP, LG,
Dell, Tonk, and ClearCube.

PC Repurposing and DaaS
Eliminate the need for capital investments of hardware by repurposing your
existing hardware into high performing endpoints. NoTouch OS is hardware
agnostic and runs on 99% of all existing hardware, even the most cutting edge
x86 and Raspberry Pi Devices. NoTouch Desktop works with your DaaS
environment to cut costs, increase security and streamline endpoint
management. Replace all of your Windows instances with NoTouch OS and
securely manage thousands of machines from one central location with
NoTouch Center.

Mixed Environment

Stratodesk’s advanced, Linux based software, NoTouch, makes it possible to manage a mixed
environment of PCs, Laptops, Thin Clients, and ARM based devices (including the Raspberry Pi)
regardless of make, model, or manufacturer. Stratodesk installs directly onto your endpoint devices,
transforming them into high performing, NoTouch endpoints. Get the full beneﬁt of a Stratodesk
NoTouch ecosystem when you use Stratodesk’s repurposing software.

STRATODESK
VDI ENVIRONMENT
SOLUTIONS
& INDUSTRIES
Stratodesk software works with your preferred environment to unlock its full beneﬁt. Stratodesk offers
solutions for many VDI environments including:
■ Amazon Workspaces
■ Citrix
■ Inuvika OVD
■ Nutanix Frame
■ Remote Desktop Services
■ Teradici Cloud Access
■ Windows Virtual Desktop
■ VMWare Horizon View

We also offer unique solutions for many industries including: Education, Enterprises, Small and
Medium

Businesses,

Financial

and

Legal

Services,

Healthcare,

Government

and

Military,

Manufacturing, and Retail.

Contact your local Stratodesk reseller or us directly for an easy quote –
Stratodesk’s pricing structure is incredible simple.
Or you can try our free trial for yourself at https://www.stratodesk.com/trial
and see why IT leaders everywhere are raving about Stratodesk software.
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